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#Stay Home, Save Lives, Protect The NHS, It’s All A State Of Mind
Having been asked by Roger, our Editor, to pen an article for this month’s Spindle, I sat and
thought “where do I start” at this time.
I could bang the “dark times”, “unprecedented times”, “stay home”, or “only 1hr exercise” drum,
but if people haven’t heard these yet they have either been asleep for two months, had no
electricity and can’t read or generally don’t care. Ultimately, we all know a Carer or a NHS worker
and we all have to look ourselves in the mirror in the morning and ask ourselves did I do the
correct thing at this time.
Basically, as I write this (14/4/20) we have been on lockdown for three weeks and it seems this
state of affairs is about to be extended for a minimum three further weeks.
Simply put we are being told to sit at home and relax, unlike generations gone who had to
shoulder arms to protect lives, yet some still find it difficult to do this. So, I thought how I can
make staying at home more “palatable”. Putting my thinking cap on I have listed below are a few
thinks that will help you #Stay Home, Save Lives, Protect The NHS and allow people to do their
bit.
I could write further on training, Zwift, power meters and various other modern day gadgets that
will improve your cycling speed but at this time I believe it’s time to reflect on why we love the
sport. Take the weeks ahead to fall in love all over again, boil the kettle, put your feet up and
absorb yourself and at the same time #Stay Home, Save Lives and Protect The NHS.
Keep Safe People, Keep Well People.

Thank you to our chairman, James Newton for opening this edition of the May Spindle with
some wise words. He follows this with some books + DVD’s he recommends to help ease the
boredom of these long days/weeks/months that we are all enduring.

What comes after is a dip into what some of our members have been doing for the last month or
so and makes interesting reading. I’ve pulled it from various sources including direct requests to
some of them and it makes easy reading and hope you all enjoy the ‘club chatter’ and banter!
Rog

Read a Book………

By James Newton

A “Novel” thing for some to do but there are some magnificent books written about cycling. Authors range
from Ex and Current Pros to Enthusiasts and Charity Riders. Here is a list of a few.
The Secret Race by Tyler Hamilton
Probably the best and most enlightening book written about the Armstrong
years. Written from the perspective of one of Armstrong’s right hand men
and pulls no punches. I don’t know anyone who hasn’t enjoyed this. Simply
brilliant.
Seven Deadly Sins by David Walsh
Another book taking on the
Armstrong years, again a riveting
read written by a journalist driven by
personal grief and a belief in the sport. Terrific read

Dog in a Hat by Joe Parkin
Story of a Californian bike racer who met the great Bob Role, got introduced to power
meters etc. and went to cut his teeth in the tough road racing scene in Belgium.
A revealing insight into real racing below the world tour level.
100 Greatest Climbs
Whilst scratching your head thinking “what am I gonna do?”
flick through this and plan your assault on some the greatest
climbs in the UK.
Or Watch a Film or Re-Watch a Re-Run of “The Races”
We are blessed these days with reasonable internet access and the YOU TUBE vaults
are full of brilliant films and documentaries showing some of the most titanic races from Grand Tours to
Flanderian and Wallonian classics, Paris-Roubiax and North Italian Monuments. A few I’ve seen lately
are……..
De Ronde Behind the Scenes
Watched this the other day and recommend it to a few others
who have enjoyed it equally. Takes you right behind the
scenes of the the Tour of Flanders 2017. Seen from Directors
Sportives to family members point of view. Stunning,
absolutley stunning, if your heart isnt pounding when
watching Fitte Peeters get some one to slap you!!

Omloop Het Nieuwsblad 2015
He can’t win this can he?? Unbelievable effort by a rider completely
against the odds. Totally outnumbered, racing against the strongest
classics team at world tour level containing possibly the best classics
rider of the generation. Absorbing and really quite incredible

Paris-Roubaix 1996
Controversial, shall we just leave it there?? Worth watching
though because it’ll never happen again

Amstel Gold 2019
This screen shot says it all; I sat watching the last hour of this
completely gobsmacked. Birth of the new guard and possibly the
greatest talent the sport will ever see, coming of age. The
commentator screams “I have never seen anything like it in my
life”. I have to agree with him.

Club Chatter..................................................
True tale in unusual times...........................from Caroline Wyke
Your vice chairwoman’s exercise program.
Day 1 - run 8/10 miles.
Day 2 l- ong dog walk.3 hours approx.
Day 3 - cycle 20 miles approx
I am lucky to have a wood burner that is always hungry but I’m able to collect fallen wood in
large quantities.
I was out in the back sorting out wood to stack and dry for next winter.
My neighbour was in his garden at a very safe distance.
He called out “hope your okay Caroline”.
I often drag large branches home than struggle to cut them.
I replied “yes good thank you but right now wish I had a man with a chopper”.
He laughed.
It was dog walk day so off we went across the field’s outskirts of Bures followed the Stour valley to
Wormingford. Then tracked across passed the church then following paths to Small bridge Hall
and then up the steep hill to Arger Fen and Assington.
I had seen cars by the church x 2 bikes but no other walkers. Horse’s, sheep and lovely lambs,
plenty of pheasants making most of freedom whilst mass shooting
has stopped.
I turned left just after Over hall farm proceeding down the path
was planning to sit on a bench and admire the view before
returning home and lock down.
On arriving at the bench there was a large rucksack and a tall
thermos flask but no owner. Strange but was tempted;re the
coffee.
I walked on within a mile from home followed the path over the brow of the hill Millie noticed a man
striding up the field a few yards to her left. The afternoon sun was bright and as he got level with
me but safe distance away he spoke. “I hope you are not offended me being naked.”
“No” was my reply you have hat and boots on.
On returning home again spied my neighbour who asking if I had enjoyed my walk and
commented that I should be careful what I wish for.............

My Fellow Cycling Friends...................................
I for one am already missing Robin's weekly mail letting me know where Wednesday's ride is
heading out from and what weather we can expect. As Brian says "I hate Wednesday as I have to
laugh too much", well I am already missing you all....Ian (Lovelock)
Hello Playmates......................................................
I'm wearing my CCS kit with pride. It shows the general
public that we are responsible, riding solo and isolating as
instructed.
Had a great ride today, should have been 43 miles down
and round to
Dedham and back
to Sunny Sudbury.
Saw Dave F out
for a wander with
Mrs F, then Ian
and Mrs L with Zorro.
30 miles out at the top of Parsonage Hill in Boxted my gear
mech decided to snap, wrapping the jockey wheels around
the chain set!! How and why I do not know. God bless the
mobile phone. I only use one for emergencies such as this. Gloria arrived 20 minutes later, loaded
me and dead bike into car and took me home.
However, the day was not lost. Time to get the BBQ setup for our first al-fresco lunch of the year.
On a lighter note. Check out the buns. Gloria has been practising and if you
feel deprived of tasties, never mind as Gloria will be doing another batch for
next Wednesday. Oh well the lock down might end by August but the buns
will be stale by then. So I will do my best to eat them on your behalf.
Happy cycling
Don (Keen)
Hi Playmates............................from Don Keen
What a gorgeous day for getting a few miles in. Well after my gear
mech snapping and now waiting for a new one to arrive, it was a few
yards around the garden. 1st stop was the potting shed to check on the
seedlings, then onto the pond to tickle the tadpoles. Before the lunch
stop I did a bit of compost digging, transferring from one bin to another.
Lunch stop was a wonderful BBQ joint where we had lightly smoked
spatchcock chicken with buffalo burgers on the side. A glass of perry to
keep hydrated. And then it will be all stop at the kitchen for Gloria's
simnel cake.
Feel exhausted so had a recovery session on the recliner on the wine
patio.
Think we should review how we approach Wednesday rides when all this is over.
One for you Ian: Smoking a turkey for Easter!!
Do as the health spokeswoman recommended, drink less alcohol, use goggles in the garden
and use a condom!!!

Hi Don
Tempting photos of Gloria's cooking do you deliver?
(Yeah, we do liver, chicken, pork, turkey....Sorry couldn’t resist it...the old ones
are the best...Rog!)
Nick

Don........................................................................................................................................
Impressed to see the smoker out. I have 3 bags of restaurant quality charcoal on order from
Coals2U on order (they have 25% off this week so it’s under £10/bag) as I have had BBQ out and
seen there is going to be a shortage here in Dedham! Coals2U deliver (from CPL at Raydon) and
if you add another small bag the order pops over £30 so its free delivery. Offer is only for this week
so don't delay
Robin sent a CCS mail regards Fine Wines with 10% off. Well I can say that they have delivered a
case for me which takes the pressure off as Mrs L had indicated she was liable to run out this
weekend. You actually get 10% off if you order 6 bottles or more, they are not too expensive for
some of their wines but delivery has taken two weeks so need to plan ahead! I understand
Majestic are swifter in delivery but place your order over the phone to local branch as website is
"pants" (I have no experience of Majestic so this is hearsay)
Practiced Hot Cross Buns with Lulu yesterday. They are tasty and we learned a few things (i.e
they were MASSIVE! and you chaps would have only needed one, Lulu only managed a half) for
weekend bake.
Regards
Ian
Hi Playmates
Mowed the lawn on Friday, keeping Gods green pastures neat and
tidy. Wandering around said lawn on Saturday and catastrophe, end of
the world, what to do? An intruder had come forth overnight and planted
itself right in the middle. Weeds are sent to stress the isolated, worry the
needy and generally cause havoc.
The new gear mech arrived Saturday so that saved the day. Fitted and
running smooth. Smoked the turkey for dinner, excellent.
Had the quietest ride ever on Sunday, with only about 6 cars passing
me. Not including that cauldron of mayhem, frivolity and unrest, known
as Dedham, where 6 cars approached me in a row!
Happy cycling folks and stay safe out there.
Don
Don............................................................................
That weed was sent as part of your meal, stick a cloche over it, and in a few
days hey presto.........greens. Isolation for me seems to mean searching for the
missing pieces of a jigsaw, lent to us by a lady down the road, I'm sure she's kept
hold of the bit I'm looking for!

Went out the other day on my Fuji team bike, about 7 kg weight without tri bars, it flew compared
with the Dawes, might use it on sunny Wednesdays when we are allowed out again .
Brian (Mann)
As usual Peter you've got it wrong, when Don said he'd smoked the turkey he
meant Turkish, you know that nice bit of hash he brought back from his last holiday,
at least that’s how I read it, with his appetite for good food he must be on something
to keep his weight down! Of course I could be completely wrong. Keep safe up
there,
Regards, Brian
End of the world but on a happier note........................................................................
I knew Brexit would impact on those who live in what we in the North now
refer to as the "Low country", but clearly matters have got much worse
than one would have expected! I mean:"The new gear mech arrived Saturday so that saved the day. Fitted and
running smooth. Smoked the turkey for dinner, excellent". What kind of
cobbled together contraption are you using to cook with?...................Peter(Wilby)

Good to see Don out on the road on Sunday. Like him I also have Thunderbird
2 as back up rescue plan and then of course there is Wiggle for spares and
repairs (though Chain Reaction are on Topcashback as Wiggle have departed)
I had a similar experience as Don & David. Unfortunately I was in France at the time so
International Rescue was discovered lacking in that Thunderbird 2 could only "click & collect"
within 20miles of CO7 6AS postcode. I had to split the chain and single speed, not ideal as the
chain also wandered up the cassette occasionally making the chain very tight and threatening
other more catastrophic front bottom bracket failure. I have since cancelled my International part of
my International Rescue membership
On buns, I have the challenge of making Hot Cross Buns for the weekend ahead. Won't be as
good as Gloria's cakes and goodies I fear.
Regards
Ian (Lovelock)
Subject: Self isolating ...............................................................................................................
I am getting somewhat confused. The locking mechanism on my doors move
horizontally. However we are told to "lock down" during the day and at
night "lock up". What am I supposed to do, lay our bungalow on its
side!!
Still, hopefully matters will soon improve and we can all get back to
discussing BREXIT.
Best wishes to you all Peter Wilby
You Northerners are easily confused!
Hope your keeping safe.
Regards
Nick

More from Caroline.........................................................
Hi have always enjoyed walking, nature, and somewhat adventurous. Love
snow and in winters past would take hours walking home from school we
appeared to have more freedom.
Aged 8 years, dad took me hostelling and we climbed Snowdon, the last mile to
the summit in deep snow warming up with hot tomato soup.
I was keen to the 3 peaks and did so with the Red Cross aged 50.
After 3 planning meetings and a couple of training weekends a group of 47 left Chelmsford for Ben
Nevis.
The group consisted of 6 ladies mixed age group and experience but 4 very fit good looking male
leaders.
6 hours into the journey hit a problem, only 1 driver for the 3 days and no provision for the drivers
rest stops. Arrived at the hostel 2 miles from Ben Nevis at 10pm. Straight to bed, fun finding a
spare bunk in the dark with a torch. We were instructed to be up for 6am to start walk at 8am.
6am up but not able to start walk until 10am due to time driver needed to sleep.
We had all paid a deposit to cover our transport, accommodation and food.
Ben Nevis the weather good and views even from the top were good but due to the late start took
some time to get all 47 up and down the mountain; no time for dinner straight back on the coach
for journey to Scafell Pike.
Diet for the 3 days mostly consisted of cake,
Mars bars, water and red bull. The flapjacks
were back in Chelmsford in a tin!!
It was necessary to freshen up with baby wipes
and remain in the same clothes so coach
became rather smelly with feet being aired.
Breakfast before the second mountain was in a
hostel 1 mile from the coach due to the Lane
being too narrow adding a further 2 miles to the
days walk.
Lovely mountain, glorious flowers on a hot day
and a vast lake at the end where several were skinny dipping. I was unable to swim but got in
anyway being assured if I got into trouble I would have a pleasant rescue.
We had a cold chicken salad before getting back on the coach for journey to North Wales.
Rain, sheep and more rain for the climb up Snowdon and the mountain was crowded with streams
of walkers in all directions. Feeling weary and damp was looking forward to using the ladies at the
summit.
CAFE closed due to refurbishment!
Holding on in discomfort on the way down spied a suitable rock and discreetly advised the walker
in front of my intention he them shouted at the top his voice that I was stopping behind the rock for
a comfort break!
This was relayed in sequence all the way up the mountain 46 times. I told him to shut up that was
also relayed. I was in agony but was unable to pee, holding on until I reached the cafe at the
bottom.
An evening of celebration with a welcome hot shower, meal and bed for the night before the coach
journey home.
I went on to do 3 further challenges with the Red Cross.

E-mail from Roger –
“Write something about what you’re doing during the lockdown please”
The lockdown hasn’t had too great an impact on my way of life – I’m naturally anti-social!
I’m missing regular CCS commitments; few membership enquiries; no events to schedule for
Spindle and the website, no audax to organise, no Thursday evening time-keeping/marshal
organising duties, no Dieppe trip, and I even missed a first virtual on-line CCS committee meeting,
by overlooking the signing-in e-mail. I could get quite used to this leisurely life.
One thing I’m definitely missing is the cycling, camaraderie and cakes of the Wednesday rides. It’s
about now that we’d be starting our occasional ‘away-day’ rides, to exotic locations such as
Dunwich, Ely, Thorpeness, Attleborough, Diss, etc.
The Bildeston Tuesday evening ‘all-comers’ rides should have started this week. I’ve seen a fair
number of ‘new’ local riders out on a variety of bikes, and must try to sign them up when riding in
company is allowed again. Maybe also CCS should look at the possibility of ‘beginners’ rides when
we’re allowed, to keep Sudbury new riders cycling.
With time on my hands (I cleverly managed to avoid stocking up with decorating materials before
the lockdown, and no point in de-cluttering, as recycling centres and
charity shops are currently closed) I’m enjoying the garden and
allotment (we’ve let four plots in the last ten days to bored villagers),
and making the most of our allotted daily exercise spot. Pam and I
have walked more local footpaths than we’ve managed in the last thirty
years – looking at Viv’s Facebook posts we’re either following him or
he’s following us on a number of local walks. My map-reading skills are
becoming more finely honed, as well –
footpaths aren’t always that easy to track
down. We’ve also managed a fair number of
local rides, starting from home, although it would be nice to ride areas
that we don’t know so well, and we’re missing the cafe stops. I’ve also
squeezed in one or two longer rides.
Here’s hoping we might salvage some of the TT season; that’s if the
aged timekeepers (not you, Linda!) are allowed freedom at the same
time as everyone else. I suspect the June and July audaxes will miss
the cut, though. Amazing news – the Bury Road at Hitcham on the
Hitcham Hilly TT course is due for closure shortly, for surface repairs,
and the length beyond the top of Preston St Mary has already been done, so that course might
possibly appear in the schedule for the first time in a few years.
By Robin Weaver

Just before lockdown I went to Dorset to add to my tally of CTC quests,
took my motorhome and camped on a farm near Dorchester, on day one I
rode to Swanage and climbed the 1 in 5 hill to Durlston Head (I would
have walked up but there were too many people about). Day two I rode to
the Hardy monument to the west of Dorchester (up a 1 in 5) ,then on
reasonably flat roads to Cerne Abbas, didn't fancy the main road back so took the nice quiet back
road and yes you've guessed, up another 1 in 5 ! Day three saw me heading to Sturminster
Newton then on to the Abbey at Milton Abbas, of course mid way between the two quests , at
Wooland Down there was the obligatory 1 in 5 to be conquered. Day four saw me move to another
campsite at Beaminster ( pronounced Bemster ) and as I was only 2 miles from my
next quest point I went there that afternoon, I freewheeled almost all the way there,
probably the easiest quest I've done, but of course I still had to return to camp and
although it was only 2 miles back, 1 and 3 quarters of them were up the 1 in 5 I'd just
freewheeled down! Still at least I have ticked off the 6 Dorset quests. Before moving
on I decided to make a start on the 6 Somerset quests, at least Somerset won't be as
hilly as Dorset, wetter though, it poured
overnight, a nice day dawned and after breakfast I headed
off towards Yeovil , an easy route, main road for 5 miles
then right signposted Haselbury Plucknett, after 3 miles
my Garmin beeped directing me down a back road I hadn't
noticed which would save me a mile or so, you must
admire modern technology until it leads you to a flooded
section of road under a railway bridge, I rode slowly into
the muddy flood until my pedals were nearly under water
and as I could not see how far the flood extended decided to turn round while I still could, easier
said than done, I got to within 2 feet of where I thought the verge should be when my front wheel
disappeared down to the axle, leaving me no option but to unclip and put my waterproof boots
under water, I walked out squelching like a good un, took my boots off and poured out pints of
water, rung my socks out and put my boots back on, sockless and uncomfortable then in true
CCSudbury style carried on back to my original route, my destination was Ham Hill country park, I
should have known from the name my reward would be another 1 in 5 and to make matters worse
the cafe was shut!
Brian...

TO GO ELECTRIC OR NOT?
by Don Keen
Go for it is what I say. Why?
As this is being read by cyclists I will presume that you would all prefer to cycle unaided. But there
might become a time when, due to disability or worn out legs, you are unable to carry on with the
sport you love. The answer is 'Go Electric'. It enables you to get out on the road, keep your bum in
the saddle and join in with mates you have made over the years.
When I was first looking for an E bike, I was concerned about the expense of one. My brother
made up my mind for me by saying 'you are only going to buy it once and it will enable you to carry
on cycling for ever'

I did quite a bit of research and ended up purchasing a bike called 'E-motion' by Orbit.
The important deciders were battery life, decent display and controls and style.
As e bikes were a fairly new conception at this time I was limited to style. The bike was a hybrid
type with straight handlebars and weighed about 22 kg. The battery was very chunky and you had
to remove it to charge it. The speed was limited to 15mph in keeping with regulations but I did
tweak the gearing to enable me to keep up with friends on club runs. This reduced the mileage
available from about 80 miles down to about 64 miles. This was still plenty for me at this time.
The controls and display was a very clear unit on the handlebars. Giving you 3 power output
options, a power usage meter and battery life meter. All very important as far as I was concerned.
9 years later I decided to look for a new bike. Something more in line with a regular road bike. The
advancement of batteries, motors and style had come a long way in this time. I came upon my
current bike by chance on a quick visit to Revel Outdoors in Bury St Ed's .
Manufactured by Giant, it is a normal looking road
bike with a chunkier down tube, which is the
removable battery. Again the important features
were a decent display and control unit and mileage.
Depending on the wind strength and power usage I
can comfortably get 100 miles out of one charge.
This can be increased if you turn the power off when
not required. I have so far reached 120 miles over
two rides on one charge. The controls give me 3
options of power output, making steep hills a doddle.
Battery life is shown by percentage used and there
is also a button which will tell you odometer, trip distance, trip time and miles available. The only
thing with more up to date motors is that they are direct drive to the bottom bracket therefore not
able to be tweaked to give me greater speed. Not too much of a problem as this makes me use
my legs more to keep up. The bike still weighs about 21kg.
On both bikes I chose bottom bracket drives against wheel hub motors. The reason being if you
damaged a wheel you have lost your bike. And you cannot change your wheel to lighter/heavier
wheel for summer/winter riding.
To sum up then, in my opinion the requirements for your e bike are:Maximum mileage you can afford.
Battery that can be charged on or off the bike.
Bottom bracket drive.
Handlebar mounted controls with large display.
Display that shows you battery usage, trip
distance, miles left, and possibly power output.
3 options of power output.
16 to 20 speed gearing .
I hope this article will help make up your mind
whether to go electric or not.

Early March Seven Pointer Attempt

by Ian Lovelock

It will surprise some readers of Spindle that you can actually go away for a weekend to visit
Wales without the need for a car. Perhaps some may even have a primitive fear in the foreboding
distance to that far off land of the Dragon. Well that was the ambition as I had an authorised pass
from Mrs L to go off and enjoy myself on two wheels with my Pals Jonathan Reed and Andrew
Hoppit. Now I am in Dedham, Andrew’s in Sudbury and Jonathan rides out of Swaffham so the
ideal gathering place is Wetherspoons in Cambridge for lunch, we’d then cycle onto Bicester
completing 200km+ for Friday (2 points). Saturday would see us departing Bicester at 04:30 for
the start of the Dean 300km Audax (3 points). Sunday would then see us leaving Bicester to cycle
back to Cambridge and then home for a weekend total of 7 points. Well that was the plan.
My elected route from Dedham was via quiet roads over to Sudbury to meet up with Andrew
adding a few extra kilometres to ensure that my ride to Bicester would be worthy of 2 Audax
points. I’d not really considered how bumpy that leg may be and since I’d not had much for
breakfast I felt a bit tired when we met at 9. Off we set together riding into Cambridge. Now 200k
when I am bike fit is a good day out, it’s not a shabby distance and I normally pop off the ride in
12hours with a few stops for cake and coffee, on a really good day I can get under 10 hours with a
couple of cake stops and my best ever was 8 hours 15mins. Friday 13 March however turned out
to be different. We arrived at the Wetherspoons for lunch as planned having popped off the first
100k with some 1,200m of climb and I was pooped!
The pub was crowded, which is usual for a Friday in Cambridge, but today Corona Virus was
becoming familiar but not yet feared. Wetherspoons had started taking precaution and as we sat
awaiting our food the staff disinfected the door 3 times. On reflection this was not that they were
fastidious more that it took a while for the all day breakfast to arrive.
We left well feed and rested. Jonathan had experienced a 90k flat ride to Cambridge and Andrew
was nicely warmed up (and a bit too eager) after the shared 60k from Sudbury so off they pressed
and I started to struggle. By the time we’d hit Bedford I was in problems striving to keep the pace
of the other chaps. I’d not ridden 200km since October but I had travelled 100km+ regularly during
each intervening month. My mind started playing games and my legs just cracked as we left Milton
Keynes. Heading out into the countryside I decided that I was not fit to ride an especially hilly
300km the following day, with this decision the mental burden lifted, I relaxed and I plodded into
Bicester to recover with a few pints!
Saturday arrived with Jonathan & Andrew departing for the Dean as planned at 04:30. A tip to
others here - if you decide to ride a 300km hilly event (the Dean is 300km and over 3,000m climb)
then get a hotel that is much closer than 25km from the start. The description of Andrew &
Jonathan’s ride from Oxford through the Forest of Dean is a bit sketchy for me to do justice as I
believe that Hills were an unknown to the pair and turned out to be considerably steeper than
imagined making the ascents challenging and (for Jonathan) the descents scary on damp roads
with 23mm tyres. The pair fought the gradients against the headwind but lagged the Audax cut off
times so after crossing the Severn Bridge Andrew decided that he’d head for Bristol Parkway and
the train to Bicester. Jonathan progressed onward now assisted by a tail wind but largely alone
fighting the clock and knowing that when he completed the Audax tour he had a further 25km to
negotiate. Meantime I was on a recovery day slumbering to 9 when I indulged myself with a mug
of tea in a warm bath. I cycled around Bicester, stocked up on some snacks and then found a
lovely pub where I settled in for a few pints, lunch and the Saturday papers (which you may recall

in mid-March were full of news about Corona Virus on Cruise Ships, Italy starting lock down and
the prospect that the 6 Nations Rugby would be cancelled the following week). I returned to the
hotel to be greeted with a call from Andrew saying he was on the train and would love to join me
for a glass of wine. By the time we’d finished off the bottle and few more Punk IPA it seemed
reasonable to retire for an early start for home on Sunday.
I was in a deep sleep when Jonathan arrived back at 03:00 and my final words to him before I
returned to slumber was “the alarms set for 7:30 mate”.
“Great” was his grappled reply.
Sunday and I was on top form. My legs fully recovered, I was
feeling strong and most surprisingly had no hangover.
Andrew was riding well, Jonathan was shot to bits. We
headed homeward with the wind behind a comfortable
temperature, an overcast sky and us; both of us encouraging Jonathan whose efforts of the
previous day and lack of sleep would tell increasingly on him as the miles progressed. As we
headed towards Milton Keynes with a McDonald’s breakfast beckoning the sky became
increasingly dark and the inevitable rain arrived. It rained persistently on the next leg to Cambridge
where we stopped for a meal. I shivered as I emptied my boots of water, changed into some dry
socks and pulled on a dry set of gloves.
The rain persisted to Sudbury with some ferocity. Andrew lent me a further pair of socks and
gloves as I set off in the dark for a final 40km of pleasurable riding along deserted, dark, country
road now without the company of any wind had ceased and the rain had finally abated.
Long rides are never without incident and we did have a few. My SON dynamo hub packed up a
few days before departure allowing a borrowed wheel from Brian Mann to power my lights.
Jonathan “lost” his spare clothes on the busiest part of the ride in Milton Keynes but was able to
recover them with no traffic incident (he is notorious for losing bits of his bike on long rides). And
on the way home, again in Milton Keynes, a large pothole dislodged my camera that was then run
over by two passing cars. Although the camera had been previously run over by a double decker
bus in Cambridge it was not so lucky this time.
Now we are in lock down and our riding is curtailed. Guidance is that you should exercise for up to
an hour a day that limits the distance from home you can go. I’m out a few times a week pushing
the pedals hard to keep some kind of saddle fitness but I am missing the start of the Spring
Audaxing. This year there will be no Green & Yellow Fields 300km, no Asparagus & Strawberry
400km and the Brian Chapman Wales end-to-end 600km will have to wait for another year. We’ll
get through this isolation, I’ll be back riding on a Wednesday with the Club and I am already
planning my LEL campaign for next year (initially starting with achieving appropriate permissions
from Mrs L).
............................................................................................................................................................
Well, thanks to the below mentioned members who made the effort and answered my plea for
articles, I’ve managed to fill 12 pages of irreverent and also relevant content for you all to enjoy!
James, Ian, Caroline, Robin, Don, Brian and ‘The Wednesday Ride’s Gang’.........Thank you all!

*This will be the last Spindle for the next 2, 3 or 4 months. Who knows...............?
Keep safe.........Rog

